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A COLLECTION OF 2022 VINYL SIDING TRENDING COLORS

INTRODUCTION

We believe that color has the power to transform the look of any project, and not to
mention its influence on a person’s mood. We have seen, in the past year, a shift towards
soothing neutrals as well as uplifting shades perhaps driven by the push for a new
beginning after the year we have all had.
Kaycan’s Marketing Director and Trend/Product Consultant, Diana Sousa said
“Natural colors and textures will be at the top of the list this upcoming year as more
and more people are seeking cozy harmonious exterior for their home.”

Stonecrest
Experts everywhere are in agreement; Gray is the new Beige. It seems to be trending everywhere
these days and it’s no wonder, with the versatility that the color can bring to any design project. It
can complement any color combination or simply be used on its own to bring out the best in your
home exterior. If you are looking for a quiet neutral, Stonecrest is your perfect choice.

Stonecrest Available in:

Dutchlap

Bevel

Board & Batten
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Golden Honey
Since the start of 2021, we saw an increase in the popularity of this cheery color; people wanted to
brighten up their exterior. Golden Honey will instantaneously revitalize and refresh any exterior
project. It also adds that much coveted curb appeal. This burst of vivid color, can be a versatile
shade. You can combine Golden Honey with white trims for a crisp look or if you are looking for a
contemporary color pairing try gray. Whichever shade you choose, we know it will be eye catching.

Golden Honey Available in:

Dutchlap

Bevel
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Cabot Brown
Evoking that calmness that everyone is looking for, Cabot Brown is poised to be in high demand this
coming year. Cabot Brown is a perfect color choice for traditional architectural styles.
This color also works well with natural materials such as wood or stone by highlighting its
undertone; a perfect way to refresh the exterior of any home.

Cabot Brown Available in:

Dutchlap

Vertical

Bevel

Perfection Shingle
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Manor
Gray tones are once again featured in our trending colors for 2022. Ranging in tonality and
undertones, gray shades offer versatility and style. If you are looking to go dark, Manor is your go-to.
This shade is well suited to highlight a variety of architectural styles including shingle style
and traditional board & batten.

Manor Available in:

Dutchlap

Vertical

Bevel

Perfection Shingle
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Sage
At the top of our list of nature-inspired color trend is Sage. This green hue is softened by gray
undertones adding muted notes that complement nature’s surroundings. Because Sage is a neutral
color, it provides a perfect backdrop for a contrast exterior door, windows and shutters. Its subtlety
creates a calm welcoming exterior yet prominent enough to set you apart from the rest.

Sage Available in:

Dutchlap

Bevel

Vertical
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Urban Blue
Blue shades have been featured in our color trends for the past few years, so it should come as no
surprise that it’s present once again. From calming soothing hues to bold vibrant shades, blues are
extremely versatile. Our Urban Blue is a color that combines timeless elegance and captivating
curb appeal.

Urban Blue Available in:

Dutchlap

Bevel
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White
A timeless classic, this color is at the very top of the list for 2022. We saw a huge spike in popularity in
2021 and it’s definitely not slowing down. This shade will not only make your exterior look larger, it also
offers numerous design possibilities. White will match any roof or window color, allowing for pops of
color with your front door or exterior decor (shutters, planters...). Let’s not forget white is also the
perfect shade for the extremely popular modern farmhouse style.

White Available in:

Bevel

Vertical

Dutchlap

Perfection Shingle
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OUR

FAVORITE
COLOR COMBINATIONS FOR 2022

GOLDEN HONEY
MANOR
ACCENT: CHARCOAL

SIDING:

TRIM:

CABOT BROWN
KHAKI
ACCENT: SPICE

SIDING:

URBAN BLUE
WHITE
ACCENT: HERON

SIDING:

TRIM:

SIDING:

SIDING:

ACCENT:

STONECREST

TRIM: MANOR
ACCENT:

MANOR

TRIM: WHITE

TRIM:

WHITE

SIDING: SAGE
TRIM:KHAKI

BRICK

ACCENT:

WHITE
FLAGSTONE
ACCENT: HERITAGE GRAY
SIDING:

TRIM:

EVERGREEN

BOULDER GRAY

STONECREST

EXPERIENCE ALL THE

COLORS
WE HAVE TO OFFER

SPICE

CABOT RED

MANOR

When it comes to choosing the perfect vinyl siding color for your home’s
exterior, you’re not so concerned with whether it’s in the cool or warm
family of shades—you’ll just know it when you see it.
TERREVERDE

Here, we’ve rounded up all our colors so you can see at a glance which is
the clear choice for your home.
URBAN BLUE

MOCHA

TUNDRA

GOLDEN HONEY

GET INSPIRED
CLICK HERE FOR OUR COMPLETE
COLOR COLLECTION

WHITE

L ove that color ,

T RY I T O N YO U R H O M E
Home Designer 2.0 is now easier to use, with the latest in visualization technology and an added
Professional Services Section including estimates, measurements and 3D models
for your next project.

Ta ke a l o o k a t Home De s i gn e r 2 . 0 feat u re s:
Pro Service section: generating an accurate measurement report,
a true to life visualization and a 3D interactive model,
allowing you to quickly provide job estimates.
(This service has an added cost).
Auto-recognition technology: Say “Adieu” to masking!
Simply upload a picture of their project and the
software will automatically detect the roof, siding, windows and
doors for them. All that’s left is selecting the products
and the colors you want!

Refined selection editing: Unlike the previous version, you will be
able to go back and fine-tune a selection with editing capabilities.
Curated Color Combinations: You will be able to select a color palette
that features siding, trims and accent that perfectly complements each
other.

CLICK HERE TO GET STARTED TODAY!

ARE YOU A BUILDER OR CONTRACTOR
LOOKING TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE ?
Kaycan is committed to developing and implementing
environmental practices.
With this mission in mind, we have launched our R3V program. Kaycan will reclaim, regrind and repurpose
used or unused vinyl siding. These sidings will be recycled into vinyl accessories.

Together we are building a greener tomorrow.
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